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Preface 

As INSTIGATOR AND EDITOR OF THIS VOLUME, [ find myself compelled by many 

forces. Especially salient are anger, curiosity, and gratitude. It is surely not a 

new thing for an author-editor to be motivated by righteous rage at discourses, 
systems, or movements that inflict silence, pain, or injustice. Nor is it uncom

mon to create a work to quench one's own intellectual thirst-curiosity is a 

canny catalyst. However, I want to emphasize the personal gratitude I feel 
toward each of the contributors herein. In my ongoing quest (and it is not 

over) to illuminate (not resolve) the paradoxical nature offeminist whoring, it 
is these thinkers, writers, actiyists, and sex workers who have paved the way by 

modeling lives of integrity. consciousness, and passion: speaking out, organiz
ing, performing, writing. fighting, and fucking their way to broader concep

tual horizons. 
Because of them, my world of possibilities is larger and richer. Without hav

ing witnessed their lives, I would not have had the tools to craft the person I 
am tociay. I undertook this project, then, not only to channel my rage and 
quell my curiosity, but also to demonstrate my gratitude. I am honored to col
lect and showcase the works of these very important thinkers, that their words 
and lives might further inspire and educate. 
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Introduction 

"FEMINISTS? IN THE SEX INDUSTRY? How can a sex worker be a feminist?" I fielded 

and engaged such queries numerous times during this book's development, The 

connections between feminism and commercial sex are deep, complex, and 

transformative, Defined broadly, sex worker feminists are nothing novel. What 

is new is the number and variety of openly identified sex workers speaking as 
feminIsts about frrmmslIl. The essays that follow elaborate perspectives on feminism 

from those within and in a few cases, closely alongside the sex industry. For this 
purpose, "sex industry" refers to a range of practices involving the exchange of 

sex and/or sexually related goods or services for money. Most of the contribu

tors are current or former strippers, prostitutes, porn actors, writers, producers, 
professional dominatrixes, and phone sex workers in the United States. The\' 
reflect a particular historicalmol11ent in U.S. culture and particular conditions, 

largely white and/or middle-class, that afford the opportunity to forge femi
nisms directly from sex worker experience. 

Questioning and expanding the meaning of feminism is by no means the 
exclusive domain of sex workers. In recent years, women from within many 
marginalized groups have begun to contribute their perspectives to the dynam
ic, contradictory body of thought, action, and narrative called feminism. In 
response, the face of public feminism has shifted to incorporate analyses of 
other forms of oppression such as race, class, and sexual orientation. However, 

mainstream feminism has vet to make major moves beyond analyzing how sex 
work oppresses \'vomen, to theorizing how feminism reproduces oppression of 
sex workers, and how incorporating sex worker feminisms results in richer 

analyses of gender oppression. 
I made no special etlort (though was not in principle opposed) to include 

perspectives of those who advocate abolition of all commercial sexual exchange, 

as I see such arguments well-represented elsewhere (Barry, 1979; Dworkin, 1981; 
Wynter, 1987; Russell, 1993) By contrast, the voices of feminist sex workers 

themselves have been glaringly absent in such discussions. For example, the 
January-February 1994 issue of Ms. magazine featured a cover story entitled 
"Roundtable on Pornography" that failed to include any women involved with 
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either producing pornography, or with any other aspect of commercial sex. One 
participant mentioned having had sex for money, an experience that left her 
feeling victimized and exploited. Though I fed deeply for any woman who is left 

feeling victimized and exploited, and though I advocate support, assistance, and 
the opportunity to voice that experience, a "roundtable" on as controversial a 

topic as pornography whose conclusions are practically foregone by the hege
monical views of the participants could not but fail to deliver the radical poten

tial it promised. 
When that article appeared, I had recently moved to the San Francisco Bay 

Area, and found pockets of sex-radical communities in which women, men, and 
transgendered people of all political stripes openly engaged in a range of 
commercial sex practices. I. too, began exploring various aspects of the sex 
industry, both as consumer and provider, and was surprised to find many of my 

own prejudices overturned. 
Like many of the contributors to this volume, my racial and economic privi

lege afforded me the opportunity to choose participation in the sex industry 
from among many other options. This is not true for perhaps the vast majority 
of sex workers worldwide, especiallv those who exchange sex to survive on the 

streets, who support an addiction, or who arc forced into it by others. Yet most 
public discussions about sex \\iork fail to distinguish between voluntary and 
coerced sexual exchange, a distinction every bit as salient (and problematiC)! as 
that between consensual sex and rape. 

Sex worker activists around the globe have been laboring for more than two 
decades to improve conditions for those who choose the profession, and to 
oppose all forms of coercion, in the process calling attention to the larger 
economic context that severely circumscribes the range of options for all 
women (and most men). A small group of such activists recently helped ensure 
that the Platform for Action that emerged out of the United Nations' Beijing 
Women's Conference in October 1995 clearly differentiated between forced and 

voluntary prostitution, condemning only the forced variety, 
Feminbm too often has failed to incorporate and theorize this distinction. 

When it does, the theorizing is usually done bv non-prostitutes (see, for exam
ple, I'ateman, 1988). To momentarily don Marxist headgear, one could argue 

that the production of feminist discourse around prostitution by non-prosti
tutes alienates the laborer herself from the process of her own representation. 

While this is not to automatically discredit non-sex worker feminist arguments 
against sex work, it is to say it is high time to stop excluding the perspectiYCs of 

sex worker feminists, time to stop assuming that traditional feminist analysis of 
sexual oppression alone exhausts all possible interpretations of commercial sex, 

and time to stop reproducing the whore stigma common to the larger culture. 
These practices dilute much of feminism's radical potential. This needn't 
happen. ",1ainstream feminism can and must take up the mantle to include sex 
worker feminisms-and feminists-in the larger picture. 

Because of Ms.'s position as a primary, if not definitive, voice of mainstream 
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feminism, I objected loudly and vehemently to the political underpinnings of 
that roundtable discussion. In a letter to the magazine (which went unpub
lished), I raged, "Would Ms. sponsor a roundtable on lesbianism with a panel of 
famous heterosexual married ladies, olle of whom had had a regretted past rela
tionship with a woman?" Whores, I went on to argue, are the dvkes of the 
nineties, the lavender menace whom it's still considered okay to ostracize. 

This hasn't been uniformly true throughout feminism's history. As early as 
1970 in the lI.S., prostitute and non-prostitute feminists gathered in public, 
argued, formed friendships and alliances, and appeared in print side-by-side 
(Strong, 1970; Morgan, 1970; Fulbright, 1971; Reisig, 1971, 1972; Kearon, 1972). 
Though relations between openly identified sex worker feminists and non-sex
worker feminists were hardly seamless (nor was the line dividing these 
groups), sex workers (from closeted to openly identified, from part- or one
time to professional) figured prominently in many feminist discussions of that 
decade. After that time, public arguments among feminists became increasing
ly polarized over prostitution and pornography, culminating in the "sex wars" 
of the 80s.2 

In 1985, at the height of the sex wars, sex worker and non-sex worker femi
nists collaborated to produce a Canadian conference entitled Challenging Our 
Images: The Politics of Pornography and Prostitution. Out of the proceedings 
came the book Good Girls! Bad C:lrls Femimsts and Sex Trade Workers Face to Face (Bell, 
1987). The title notWithstanding, the book's contents problematize the very 
distinction between the two ostensibly separate groups. There are not just two 
party lines, two sets of experiences, two agendas. Yet the sex workers who speak 
in that volume express feeling pressure to conform to a "good girl" definition of 
feminism that unifies itself by excluding sex workers. However, as Laurie Bell 
states in the introduction, the sex workers 

... maintain that it is the definition of feminism that must change 
in order to include both good girls and bad girls, not they who must 
conform to a good-girl image so as to be considered feminist. Sex 
trade workers claim, in effect, to be feminists in exile; excluded 
from a rightful place in the feminist movement, they demand to be 
recognized as members of the women's community. As one prosti
tute remarked. "Feminism is incomplete without us." (p. 17) 

That volume furthered discussion between the two separated groups. SrxWork 
(1987), broke further ground with sex workers speaking for themselves, without 
traditional feminists mediating or legitimizing, and A Vindication of the RI!Jhts of 
Whores (1989) represented a more global and historical perspective on prostitute 
activism and demands for justice. This collection continues the spirit of those 
works by further cultivating explicitly feminist U.S. perspectives from within 
the sex industry. This time, in the pages that follO\v, sex worker feminists speak 
not as guests, nor as disgruntled exiles, but as inSiders to feminism. 
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According to hegemonical feminist logic of the 1970s, excluding sex workers 
from feminist discussions seemed reasonable. }\fter all, female sex workers who 

serye male clients offer a seryice arguably central to the very set of power rela
tions traditional feminists seek to challenge and oyerturn. Sexual access fuels 

the rapist mentality (Brownmiller, 1975). Pornography is the theory, rape is the 

practice (Morgan, 1978). Prostitution requires self denigration (Millett, 1973). 
Pornography is inherently degrading to women (Dworkin, 1979). Thus, femi

nists and sex workers would appear to constitute two groups with mutually 

exclusive loyalties. Fortunately, the reality is more complex. 
}'hny well-known feminists such as Andrea Dworkin3 and Susan Brown

miller4 have exchanged sex for money. Many others have participated in implicit 

sexual-monetary exchange, such as legal marriages or long-term cohabitation. 
When looking at actual behaVIOr, sex-\vorker-identified and non-sex-worker-iden
tified feminists form more of a range, or continuum than two discrete groups.s 

As with sexual orientation, those who publicly wear the label become de facto 
spokespeople for the rest, who can remain comfortably invisible. This "closeted

ness" allows the general public to believe that there really are two kinds of 

women. and that those in the sex industry arc only ever powerless victims. 
In the Meanings section of this volume, Carol Queen asks, "What separates 

those sex workers who experience their lives negatively from those who do 
not?" The protocol offeminist discourse has so far overwhelmingly dictated that 

those with sex industry experience characterize it only as negative/in the 

past/coerced/victimizing. hminist activism and discourse has done an excellent 
(though unfinished) job of clearing space, creating support for, and theorizing 
women's stories of victimization around commercial sex. Tn the process, it has 
silenced feminist whores. Now it is time to clear space, create support for, and 
theorize other stories. As Adrienne Rich (1979) reminded us, 

If we conceive of feminism as more than a frivolous label, if \ve 
conceive of it as an ethics, a methodology, a more complex way of 
thinking about, thus more responsibly acting upon, the conditions 

of human life, we need a self-knowledge which can only develop 

through a steady, passionate attention to all female experience. (ital
ics in original).6 

There is room in feminism for whores, virgins, and everything in bet\veen. The 
advent of postmodernism and queer theon- presents both more possibilities and 

more challenges for feminism. In forging more \yhore feminisms, we might well 

begin by looking at what purposes are served by using any sexual categories to 
descrihe women. 

Compulsory Virtue and Harlot Existence: 
Constructing Binaries of Female Identity 

Female identity in this culture takes shape in rclation to a variety of binaries. A 
constructing binary of identity (in this case, of female identity) is a set of two 
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categories, one marked by relative privilege, the other by relative stigma. The 
examples I discuss here, in relation to one another, are lesbian/heterosexual, and 
good girl/bad girl. Other examples include white/nonwhite, reproductivej 
nonreproductive, and all of these categories interrelate in myriad and complex 
ways. 

It would be difficult to overemphasize the overdeterminacv of white 
supremacy. To the important sets of questions concerned white feminists ask of 
themselves, one another and their groups, like "how is this racist, and how can 
we stop," all feminists must add, "How does white supremacy inform the very 
terms of this debatel" In this case, though a full treatment of the topic would 
necessitate another book, one point must be made: Most of the constructin8 binaries of 
female Identity si8nify a particular female's relationship to reproducin8 offspTln8 of European 
descent, also known as "white" peopleJ 

These binaries construct identity by forcing females to choose, or at least 
negotiate between them. Their strength and power is evidenced by the paucity 
of such "between" space, and what happens to those who dare to inhabit it, or 
otherwise challenge the binary. Much feminism has done a good job of chal
lenging, or deconstructing some of these binaries. For example, Adrienne Rich's 
"Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence" (1986), to whose argu
ments I draw thin Iv veiled analogies herein, points out how the lesbian/hetero
sexual binary informs and constructs all women's choices, not just the 
lesbian-identified, since it forces even heterosexual women to be forever vigilant 
lest their membership in the "good" category be challenged, as in, "I could 
never wear/say/do that; someone might think I'm a dyke!" 

Similarly, since all our desires and actions still grow up under white 
supremacist capitalist heteropatriarchy, we need to problematize not only 
choices to participate in the sex industry, but also choices not to. Whores, too, are 
something that women are not only supposed to not be, but also, not be mistaken 
for. This division translates into a mandate to not only be virtuous, but also to 
appear virtuous, to again demonstrate our affiliation with the privileged half of 
the good girl/bad girl binary. 

Compulsory virtue, then, is also something that informs and constricts 
women's every move, i.e., "I could never wear/say/do that, someone might 
think I'm a \vhore!" Beyond the internal constrictions women experience lie 
external risks, as well. As with other pariah categories, one does not have to 
actually be a whore to suffer a whore's punishment or stigma. Getting mistaken 
for a whore can land one in jail, as Priscilla Alexander and Norma Jean 
Almodovar point out. Recent laws, such as one passed in January, 1996 in San 
Francisco, gh"e police officers the power to arrest someone for appeaTlnB to zntend to 
exchange sex for money. As with most laws governing sex work, \vomen arc 
disproportionately targeted and arrested, although the total number of men 
who participate in prostitution is far larger than the number of women.S Good 
girls, then, stay out of the fray by eschewing any display of sexual intent or 
autonomy, lest it be used to relabel them bad. 

Heterosexual privilege generally functions as a subset of "good girl" privilege, 
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while lesbianism and prostitution are subsets of" bad girl" categories. One of the 
reasons female bisexualitv has been stigmatized, ostracized, or reduced to mere 

titillation for straight men, is that it confounds the lesbian/heterosexual 
constructing binary of female Idcntitv9 Feminist whores function in a similar 

way with respect to the good girl/bad girl trope. 
To illustrate this, trv juxtaposing the statement "No woman with other 

options could possibly choose sex \vork" with "No woman with other options 

could pOSSibly choose lesbianism." Elements of these arguments sound nearlv 

identical: Why risk the stigma, give up privileges, take on pariah status, to do 

something many believe is aesthetically if not morally offensivel Liberal answers 

have framed lesbianism as genetic (or the result of bad rearing), and whoring as 

always and only forced (or fatalistically resulting from poor self-esteem), 
precluding a consideration of choice in either matter. Bisexual women con

found both the conservative and liberal constructions of lesbianism, just as 
feminist, part-time and unashamed sex workers confound both conservative 

and liberal notions of whoring. As Rebecca Kaplan said about bisexual women, 
"Perhaps the ultimate threat to the heteropatriarchy is a woman who has had a 

'good fuck' and still isn't 'cured'" (Kaplan, 1992). 
The woman who claims to go back and forth-to inhabit heterosexual rela

tionship with all its vicissitudes, to reserve the right to abandon heterosexual 

relationship and embrace lesbian rcl,ltionship, and then reserve the right to 

change her mind once again-(or perhaps embrace both) inspires vitriol from 

all camps. How many rights, after all, are women allowed to resene? Like the 
bisexual woman, the proud h,lrlot, the lesbian feminist stripper, and the part
time whore working her wav through grad school all suggest that women can 
choose the less socially sanctioned of the good girl/bad girl boxes, and can do so 
out of liberation rather than compulsion, or can refuse the dichotomy entirely. 
The contributors in the pages that follow renegotiate one set of rigid binaries 
upon which female identity is constructed. 

Embodiment 

A central problem for feminists of all stripes, including feminist whores, is 

opposing the nonconsensual treatment of women as onl), sexual bodies while 

simultaneously challenging the cultural hierarchies that devalue and stigmatize 
sexual bodies. lo To come at it from the other side, how do we value Ollr sexuali

ty when 'to be yalued for our sexuality' is a primary instrument of our oppres
sion? Karate and aikido are useful metaphors here. Karate is a what I call a "stop" 

martial art in which students are trall1ed to defend not only themseh'es, but also 
every other potential yictim of their assailant by disabling the attacker so that 

they will not he able to intIict harm on anyone else. Karate aims to meet, 

destroy, and overpower oncoming energy with greater, more effective energy, 
for the safety of all. 

Hased in an ostensibly opposite philosophY, aikido teaches escape from harm 

with as little damage as possible to the attacker. Students are trained to treat the 

attacker with great care, as though he or she were "the last eagle's egg." To 
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achieve this, aikido technique involves first going with, rather than against the 
energy of the attack, and then using the attack's own energy to deflect the 
attack and escape. for example, in response to a direct blow, the aikido defender 
would first mow her own bodv in the direction of the blow and then out of the 
way so that the attacker's own momentum would continue to carry their body 
forward, leaving time for the unharmed attackee to escape. Conversely, the 
karate defender would instantly meet and disable that same blow with a compa
rable force. 

Resistance takes many forms. To the untrained western eye, an aikido 
response to sexist oppression might appear complicit with the violence. But 
part of aikido's lesson is the paradox that sometimes, to get beyond something, 
one must first enter it with benign intention. In the successful aikido defense, 
the attacker, too, is transformed. Aikido's subtle magic also includes more direct 
defense techniques for last-resort situations. 

While taking an aikido-based self-defense course for women, I grappled with 
these two philosophies as they applied to my own life. Karate appealed to my 
intense anger at the circumscription of my freedom and safety as a woman. 
Aikido appealed to my spirituality and utopian ideals. 

Like many of the other young, white, middle-class women on my college 
campus, my feminist activism began karate style, with angry, reactive stances to 
men's sexual domination of women. [ protested lenient date rape policies and 
sexist fraternitv posters, though I staved home when my comrades went to rally 
against porn flicks in the student union. "No means no," a catchphrase of the 
80s, captured the essence of my peer group's "karate," or "stop" feminism. 

Battered women's shelters, rape crisis centers, and increased consciousness 
around sexual violence sprang directly from this brand of feminism. Unless and 
until male violence against women ceases, "stop" feminism will be women's 911, 
a number I always want access to. But "stop" feminism has a limited domain. As 
a vehicle for sexual growth, awareness, and empowerment, "stop" feminism is to 
women's sexuality as an ambulance is to human health: a necessary measure, 
absolutely appropriate in many circumstances, but not suitable for daily care. 
Like the system of values it opposes, "stop" feminism fails to theorize a positive, 
autonomous view of female sexuality, instead reprodUCing much of society's 
deeply held ambivalence about female sexual agency. It also reflects an awareness 
of the minefield of sexual oppression within which the struggle to define our 
sexuality takes place. Without any clues, room to explore, or signs of imminent 
safety, a defensiw posture is, indeed, a rational stance. 

From an aikido perspective, the minefield of commercial sex looks different. 
The sex worker feminisms herein offer clues, create ideological space for diwr
gent experiences, and call for greater safety measures for all women. Many of 
the sex workers in this volume use the opportunities for dialogue with clients in 
their work environments to educate men about women's bodies, women's 
desires, and issues of boundaries and consent. I know one feminist prostitute, 
Shaun, who regularly demonstrates proper condom usage,l1 relevant female 
anatomy and biology, and safer sex. She sees this component of her work as 
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inherently political, both because it challenges any stereotype of ignorance 
clients might have of her as a sex worker, and because it helps ensure that her 

many clients learn to treat women's bodies with the knowledge, respect and 
skill most women desire, and many still cannot articulate. In this way, feminist 

prostitutes can and do act uniqueh as invisible allies of their non-sex worker 

sisters-a position made possible onlv by entering the domain of sex work itself. 
In the San francisco queer and sex-radical circles in which I and many of the 

other contributors have contextualized ourselves, I see a clear and present femi

nism organically \voven into the culture. I watch sexual disrespect get nipped in 

the bud very quickly, with special attention paid to sexism and women's well 

being in mixed gender queer sex spaces. 12 I see room being created for men, too, 

to name, claim, get enraged about and grieve over sexual hurts. Getting my 'no' 
heard is no longer my primary concern. It isn't even getting my 'yes' heard; 

rather, I feel invited to articulate my own sexual desires in an increaSingly 

diverse and welcoming context. I am not living in utopia by any stretch-just in 

a different culture from before, and one that embraces and rewrites, rather than 
circumvents and silences, myriad forms of female-and male-sexual agency. 

I realize that my economic, educational, and racial privileges (to name a few) 
construct this stance. 1 also realize that occupying a small counterculture that 

supports safety and individual freedom for a few doesn't erase the material real
ities that keep in place systemic sexual and other violence against women, nor 

does it appear to dramaticallv touch the lives of masses of women across the 

globe, or even in this country, who are sexually coerced on a daily basis. 
However, it docs reframe and expand the feminism I knew, which in turn 
informs how I and other feminists approach such global issues. For example, 
Priscilla Alexander's essay demonstrates how the same sex-positive grounding 
that supports small alternative communities of privilege also ideologically 
supports reconceptualizing human rights for sex workers internationally. 
Incorporating and expanding beyond the heuristic dualism of "karate" and 
"aikido" feminisms, Alexander's reframing of human rights issues for sex work
ers proVides much sounder argumentative and political grounding for sex work

er's human rights advocacy and activism than traditional feminist ideology. She 

also clearly identifies the stop elements and the sex-positive aspects as complete

ly interwined in her experience ofbcing a woman in this society: 

I believe that as long as VHlll1Cn are arrested for the crime of being 
sexually assertive, for standing on the street without a socially 

acceptable purpose or a male chaperone, I am not free. As a woman 
and a feminist, I bcliew we will never have rights, opportunities, 

choices, work options, or an income equivalent to men's unless we 

can stop belnB afraid of belnB either raped or called "whore." As women, we 
must watch where and how we walk, talk, and dress, lest someone 
mistake (or claim to have mistaken) our intent. (Italics mine; p. 84, 

this volume) 
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Traditional feminism can no longer in good conscience advocate rape crisis 
centers while simultaneously refusing to talk to whores. Similarly, in its rebel
lious fervor, which J undcrstand and share, sex-positive feminism mustn't make 
the mistake of disavO\\'ing stop feminism. Once a student becomes advanced in 
either karate or aikido, shc begins to see their fundamental similarities. Fach is 
premised on the belief that the attacks oUBht not to occur In the first place. 13 Similarly, as 
responses to many forms of sexist oppression, karate and aikido approaches to 
feminism often work different ends of the same rope, appearances to the 
contrary notwithstanding. When addressing the complexities of intcrnational 
sex worker issues, these categories may need to break down and give way to 
more dynamic, interparadigmatic14 approaches. 

Polarization, whether in a relationship or in a political movement, often 
develops a life independent of the issues to which it attaches; the energy used to 
construct and maintain such polarities can exceed the argumentative content. 
This is not to trivialize real disagreements among feminists, but rather to raise 
questions about and differentiate between the dynamics and the actual 
substance of our debates. To put it another way, I am interested in engaging and 
deconstructing the dialectic, and uncO\ering hidden areas of agreement. 

This has alreadv begun to happen to the extreme polarization that charac
terized the sex wars of the 80s. Thankfully, chinks abound in the armor of the 
two most well-represented sides of the debate, revealing conduits for connec
tion. Note, for example, the similaritv of these two passages, both of which 
describe feminist reactions to mainstream heterosexual pornography: 

Behind the static object which the obscene vision calls woman is a 
sacred image of the goddess, the sacred image of thc cow, the 
emblematic touch of divinity in the ecstasy of the sexual act, and 
behind all these the knowledge that within matter and not outside 
the material is a knowledge of the meaning of the universe. (Griffin 
1981,71) 

When I look at pornography, it reminds me of the hundreds of 
figurines of nude women that turn up in the prehistoric strata of 
some archeological digs ... The woman in pornography is a 
triumphant goddess. She is the mysterious source of all pleasure ... 
(Califia 1995,4) 

A feminist known for her oppositional critique of pornography wrote the first 
passage in 1981; another feminist known (and frequently targeted) for her sado
masochistic fiction, incisive critiques of sexual censure, and political defense of 
all forms of sexual expression, wrote the other in 1995. Their points of political 
departure bear no repetition here. I am interested in their areas of accord and in 
asking questions similar to Carol Queen's above, i.e., what separates those who 
wish to engage, or at least allow pornographic expressions from those who 
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would abolish all their incarnations? Many of the contributors herein, myself 

included, speak from personal experience of haYing traversed both territories 

and abandoned neither. but rather embraced the paradox and allowed new 

syntheses to emerge. 
The results speak for thcmsclyes. I invite the skeptics to seek out those 

moments of ambiguity, the points just before an ally threatens to become an 
ideological enemy and ask. what, exactly, is happening here? Many of the essays 
that follow chart such piyotalmoments within individual lives, shedding light 
on the complexities that give rise to sex worker feminisms. 

On the Inside 

We begin, as ever, where we find ourselves. In Section 1, six current or former sex 
workers grapple candidly with integrating their feminist views with their sex 

work practices. "Contradiction" says bell hooks, "is the stuff of revolutionary 

struggle. The point is not to deny the reality of contradiction, but to utilize the 

space of contradiction to come to a greater understanding." (hooks, 1996) It is 
from within these contradictory spaces, from the material realities of their lives, 
that these contributors write. 

Vicky Funari explores what separates her, the paid peepshow performer, 
from the paying customers on the other side of the glass, and in turn, what 
separates her customcrs from the men she knows and loves. In the process, she 
unearths fictions that construct the peepshow experience, male and female 

roles, and ultimately her own body. Marcy Sheiner traces her development 
from a teenaged \vife furtiwlv perusing her husband's girlie magazines to femi
nist activist to prolific author for some of those same magazines. Ultimately, 

neither her fertile pornographic imagination nor her feminist convictions 
suffers as a result of the other. 

Using years of goddess mythology study as a springboard, Cosi Fabian 
embarks at age forty-two on a journey to embody the holv whore archetype. 
She at last brings her life into alignment with her beliefs, realizes spiritual fulfill
ment, and improves her physical health. Ann Renee emerges from years of a 
complex web of abuse, desire, teenage prostitution, ecstasy, and spiritual search
ing with a passionate call for justice, shift of authority, and an end to repression. 

Rather than being "cleaned up," she argues, the sex industry needs to be "made 

even more shamelessly dirtv." 

Nina Hartlev is a registered nurse and porn star famous not onlv for her 
"wholesome" sexiness and upbeat attitude, but also for her politics, talent, 

activism, and mentoring of new actresses. She chronicles her emergence into the 

adult film world and the range of issues she confronted, both internally and 
externally. As her sexual experience and confidence shifted, so did her feminist 

analysis. Finally, Annie Sprinkle expands her usual role as sex-positive guru to 
address some of the more taxing aspects of erotic labor. She enjoins sex workers 
to care for themselves in specific, tangible \vays to avoid Sex Worker Burnout 

Syndrome (SWBS). Through their sex industry experience, many of this section's 
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contributors expand their understanding of the machinations of sexist oppres
sion, both strengthening and problematizing their feminist analyses. 

In many ways the theoretical "meat" of the book, Section 2 takes up the 
project of such analysis in greater depth. Eva Pendleton situates sex worker 
feminism in the lens of queer theory, examining constructions of sex worker 
identity in the popular and lesbian/gay press. Both sex workers and lesbians, she 
argues, "destabilize heteronormativity," thus placing sex worker feminists in 
some very queer positions, indeed. Priscilla Alexander uses the human rights 
rubric to analyze the politics on either of the two main sides of feminist contro
versy around prostitution. She takes a long view globally and historically, effect
ing a paradigm shift that calls for the prevention of systemic human rights 
violations of sex workers worldwide, rather than unilaterally framing sex work 
as always and inherently a human rights violation in the first place. Tawnya 
Dudash lifts the curtain on feminist speech in a peepshow environment. The 
peepshow affords unique opportunities to explore body image, sexuality, atti
tudes toward age and ethnicity, same-sex interaction and other elements, which 
Dudash chronicles in a series of interviews as a participant/observer. 

Across the U.S., many stigmatized sexual practices are qUietly winked at in 
exchange for silence and pretense of their nonexistence. Tracy Quan shines the 
light on Barbie as the trope for the lucrative hypocrisy that characterizes the 
"average American call girl," exposing Barbie's sordid past as Lilli, a German 
whore cartoon character-cum-doll. The rules governing sexual contracts, it 
turns out, are no further away than middle America's toyboxes. 

Delving directly into the post-sex-war wreckage, Carol Queen carefully 
unpacks the tenuous relationship between feminism and sex radicalism, decon
structing whore stigma, and offering reconstructive information, directions, 
and issues for traditional feminism to consider. Finally, Jessica Patton provides a 
graphic juxtaposition of lesbian sex in two women's spaces: an upscale San 
Francisco strip joint and an East Coast Seven Sisters college, illustrating some 
surprising contrasts of sexual and feminist richness and poverty. 

Since the commercial sex arrangement that serves as the model for most 
traditional feminist critique is women providing compliant sexual services to 
men, Section 3 contains a number of "reversed" perspectives on this common 
theme, each elucidating a different aspect of the constructedness of this original 
model. Julian Marlowe, a male prostitute, contrasts the meaning of prostitution 
in predominantly white gay male culture with that of female prostitution in 
mainstream North American heterosexual culture. The areas where the argu
ments against prostitution break down for males reveal how many arguments 
against female prostitution reify the very cultural notions of femaleness they 
often purport to challenge. Liz Highleyman analyzes many aspects of the 
professional dominant's position, a sex industry job usually ignored by tradi
tional feminism, since, in Highleyman's words, "Abolitionists find it difficult to 
make the case that pro doms are explOited victims with no control over their 
situations." Highleyman advocates solidarity among all sex workers, regardless 
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of the hierarchies of stigmatization that often privilege pro doms as somehow 
less objectionable or oppressed than other sex workers. 

Most analyses of and arguments against porn are made against the majority 
of porn, which is by, for. and about male desire with women represented 

primarily as props in the service of that desire. The specific terms of sexual 
representation, then, become conflated with sexual representation itself, so that 
'pornography' comes to mean 'that which uses women in the service of men's 

exp]oitive (or otherwise "had") desire.' Leaving aside this time the issue of gay 

male pornography. what happens to this equation when women begin making 
sex videos for other women, with the intent to turn this d\'namic around? 
Candida Royalle and Debi Sundahl, two longtime friends and peers recount the 

struggles and triumphs leading to their pioneering success, and discuss ways 
their work has helped transform the way women regard and express desire. 

Veronica Monet gains a special appreciation for professional sexual service (and a 
bad taste of heterosexism) when her husband treats her to a trip to the Mustang 
Ranch, a famous ;'\!e\ada brothel. Finallv. Les von Loticus, in an effort to equal

ize the skewed arrangements placing femmes always at the service of butch 

desire, offers herselffor hire by women as a "refined butch escort." 
Section 4 illuminates areas clouded in silence, stigma, and/or myths. Stacy 

Reed's three years in Texas's renowned "gentlemen's cluhs" divested her of more 

than just her street clothes. She debunks what she now considers mythical 
beliefs about stripping, \\'hich are hased in both lack of information and an old

school feminist analysis. \Vorking in the privacy of one's own home, \vith the 
anonymity of the telephone raises different issues. Drew Campbell's "Con
fessions of a Fat Sex Worker" recounts Drew's coming face-to-face with virulent 

fat prejudice from a phone sex client's wife. 
If fatness puts one in an out group among out groups, so does being a 

raunchy feminist. Red Jordan Arobateau, whose work was rejected by feminist 
and lesbian presses for vears because of its sexual content, now promulgates a 
stead\' stream of chewv filth with a specialty publisher. Because she makes 
money with her sexually explicit writing, she gets painted with the same deroga

tory brush as the whores she dated two decades ago. Her spelling of "dike" harks 

back to that time, and also reflects her working-class sensibility. Though 
Arobateau occupies a "gray area" vis-a.-vis the sex industry per se, her piece illus
trates how sex worker stigma leaks onto many forms of sexual representation, 

particularly when those representations are not white and middle class. As a 
case in point, Arobateau was recently accused in a lesbian publication of actual

ly being an underco\er man, as revie\\er Jinx Beers had never heard of stone 

butches turning tricks with prostitutes, then getting it on with them "in a very 
masculine manner." Nor could she imagine any "real" lesbians engaging in 
Arobateau's preferred mode of tribadism (Beers, 1995). 

In "Showing Up Fullv," Blake Aarens, Hima B., Gina Gold, Jade Irie, Made
leine Lawson, and Cloria Lockett discuss their experiences as women of color in 
the sex industry, touching on feminism, racism, sexuality, stigma, and the 
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complexity of their lives. Norma Jean Almodovar reflects in "Working It" on her 
decision to become a prostitute in order to write Cop to Call Girl, an account of her 
experiences with sexism, violence, and abuse within the Los Angeles Police 
Department. She highlights the range of abuse and corruption in the LAPD, the 
ironies of the City's treatment of prostitutes, and the media's changing attitude 
towards her from the time of her book's publication to the present. Veronica 
Monet, happily and safely back from the Mustang Ranch, returns to trace her 
political transformation from traditional to sex worker feminist. 

Section 5 is about the interventions and transformations that sex workers 
and their allies effect in the world. Carol Leigh, aka Scarlot Harlot, who coined 
the phrase "sex worker," reveals, "When I first looked into that mirror, and said, 
'Now, there's a prostitute,' I knew that redefining prostitution from prostitutes' 
perspectives would be my life's work." Lyndall MacCowan interviews Denise 
Turner, members of whose lesbian feminist community took jobs at the local 
massage parlor, then protested and formed a prostitute's education project 
when working conditions declined. Turner's story, again from a working-class 
community, strikingly contradicts prevailing middle-class notions of feminists 
and sex workers as two disparate groups. 

Larry Grant, a profeminist man, argues against the Men Against Porn
ography Statement of Accountability on several grounds, including that its 
selectivity about the particular kinds offeminists to whom they are accountable 
is actually anti-feminist. Teri Goodson joins NOW as an openly-identified 
prostitute, and fights an uphill battle to win allies and educate other members 
about the political necessity of such alliances. Siobhan Brooks bravely chal
lenges the racism, both subtle and overt, implicitly condoned in the peepshow 
she performs in, and Joan Kennedy Taylor helps found Feminists for Free 
Expression in response to censorship efforts from other feminist factions. 

Taken as a whole, the essays in all five sections work to close the feminist-sex 
worker gap. As I have suggested, the artificial separation of feminists from sex 
workers recapitulates feminist battles over lesbian inclusion, also eagerly 
explOited by the media to divide women. Then and now, feminism sorely needs 
exactly what is provided by the group it excludes. As lesbian feminism strength
ened mainstream feminism, so will whore feminism. These essays contribute to 
that strength, not often by offering easy answers, but rather by introducing new 
questions and reframing old ones. 

Postmodern critiques of sex and gender have shown the dangers of subscrib
ing to a monolithic notion of 'woman.' Extending this critique to the notion of 
sex, the traditional meanings assigned to sexual exchange begin to loosen and 
admit of greater complexity. The voices in this book ground themselves in the 
gaps of this complexity, and create wider spaces for debate, for feminist sex 
work, and for sex worker feminism. 

It becomes, then, neither interesting nor valuable to ask whether a sex work
er (or any other sort of person) can "be a feminist" but rather, to ask questions 
like How does feminism inform the lives, choices, and practices of workers in 
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the sex industrvl How does sex industn" experience affect the feminism of indi

vidual sex workers? How do stigmas limit or define women not in the industry, 

or on its periphery? And perh'lps most centrally, hoI\' do sex workerfeminisms change the 
face I{ femznism as a whole? 

Notes 

1. The notion of consent is problematic in that it is based on abstract equality but 

is applied to situations of social inequality. For example, what does it mean for 

a woman who believes it is her duty to ha\"e sex with a particular man to give 

consent' Additionally, the gray areas hetween consensual sex and rape have 

often been strategically oversimplified in order to effectively combat date rape. 

r believe that as negotiation and consent become more standard parts of our 

sexual vocabulary, that more safcty will be created to discuss these gray areas 

without automatically feeding backlash sentiment that would deny the reality 

and tragedy of rape. 

2. Gayle Rubin has pointed out to me that the term "sex wars" and its attendant 

image of equally polarized sides reaching toward a conciliatory middle inaccu

rately frames the sexual outL!\\S as aggressively promoting particular sexual 

practices (such as sex work and sadomasochism) rather than defending them

selves against attack. In fact, the "middle ground" conclusions represent stan

dard sex radical views from up to two decades ago. 

3. See ,. Roundtable on Pornographv," Ms, January/February 1994, p. 39. 

4. See Reisig, Robin, Fillage VOICe, 1971. 

5. Nonetheless, while .",lidarity demands breaking down the good girl-bad girl bi

nary division, openlY-identified sex workers need to be the ones to speak for 

themselves, rather than obviating their unique perspectives by claiming that 

"we are all whores," and can therefore speak for one another. 

6. "Conditions for Work: The Common World of Women (1976)" in On Lies, Secrets 

and Silence: Selected Prose 1966-1978. p. 213. 

7. This means that the stigmas attached to both male and female nonreproductin: 

and counterreproductiw sexual behaviors, such as prostitution, homosexuality, 

bisexuality, abortion, public sex, and non monogamy, need to be examined 

through this lens in addition to any others. The potential results include better 

informed alliances among progressin~ antiracist, feminist, sexual liberation, re

productive freedom, and other groups working toward social justice. 

S. r include in this number male prostitutes as well as male clients of prostitutes 

of all genders. 

9. Elsewhere I argue that, in addi tion to sexism, monosexism constructs bisexual 

identity for both men and women (see r...agle, Jill, "haming Radical Bisexual

ity: Toward a Gender'\genda" in Bisexual PoiztlCS. Theories, Queries and Visions. Ha

worth Press, 1995). 

10. Carol Smart's discussion of the construction of women's bodies in legal dis-
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course influenced my thinking here. See "Postscript for the 1990s, or 'StiIl 

Angry After .\ll These Years'" in Law, ('mne and Sexuality: Essays In Femllllsm. 

11. According to Shaun, who has a degree in biology and years of experience as a 

sex educator. the two major causes of condom breakage are 1) air in the con

dom and 2) not enough lubricant on the outside. 

12. 'Mixed gender queer sex spaces' refers to public or private parties created for 

the purpose of having, exploring, and watching explicit sexual activity among 

people of all genders and sexual orientations, making them diflerent from, say, 

gay men's sex clubs or heterosexual s\vinger's parties. Safer sex, negotiation, 

and consensualitv are highly stressed in the fonner. 

13. Alex Lewin, personal communication. 

14. Aside from conversations on the Internet, I first publicly coined this word in a 

paper entitled "Interparadigmatics: Toward a Dynamic, Polyvisional Episte

mology/Praxis of Queer Liberation" prE'sE'ntE'd at "Queer Frontiers: The Fifth 

Annual National Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Craduate Student Conference," 

Los Angeles, 1995. It refers to practices that consciously partake of and/or move 

among multiple frameworks and perspectives. as opposed to those that remain 

within one. 
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